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Norm Setting Protocol
Co-development of group norms can support positive and
effective communication and collaboration. Norm setting
can help to ensure equity of voice, active listening, build trust,
cohesive understanding, and so much more. Click here to
view our Norm Setting Protocol and use it at your next team
meeting.

Spotlight Stories
from the Field

Data Observation Protocol
This protocol is designed to support teams in describing,
analyzing, and building a shared understanding of data. Equal
turn-taking and guiding questions are utilized to help teams
move systematically through a data set and avoid premature
interpretation. Click here to view our Data Observation
Protocol and use it in isolation or as a part of a deeper roto
cause analysis.

SIL presents at ACSA! Read more about how everyday tools
and resources can be used to promote equitable conversations
around data. Read More...

Upcoming Events
DOWNLOAD HIGH LEVERAGE PRACTICES FLYER

SIL Team presents at the Carnegie Foundation Summit to
share the story of the design and launch of the Networked
Improvement Community (NIC). Read more...
For more information about the System Improvement Lead
Project visit https://systemimprovement.org/info/about-us

DOWNLOAD ROOT CAUSE
ANALYSIS FLYER

SIL Resources and Tools
Highlight

Ongoing Events
Data Quality Toolkit Support. Learn More...

Check out the Improvement Data Center. There you will
find two data tools, the Data Quality Toolkit and Data Tools
Dashboard, along with many resources, all at no cost. Click on
the links to learn more about these powerful data tools.
Find the necessary supports to guide organizations in improving
the quality of their data governance and use practices.
DATA QUALITY TOOLKIT

Understand and monitor your progress on state performance
plan Indicators (SPPI) using a comprehensive set of data tools.

Data Tools Dashboard Training
Opportunities. Learn More....

DATA TOOLS DASHBOARD

The Ladder of Inference is a tool to help
us understand how, every day, we select
information, make meaning, and take
action. It helps us to slow down and reflect
on our thought processes and challenge our
thinking, which is critical to avoid jumping
to conclusions and not making decisions
based on evidence. Read More...

About Our Project
Learn more about the purpose and
scope of the System Improvement Leads
(SIL) Project.
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